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What is Globe Investor? 
Globe Investor is a service run by the Globe and Mail to help readers follow the stock market and find 
data on investments. Compared to using Google to look up stock quotes, Globe Investor saves time by 
allowing you to keep up on multiple stocks over time through an online portfolio. This document 
provides a basic introduction to Globe Investor and describes procedures to help you look up stock 
quotes, manage an online portfolio, and use Quote Pal to track stocks in real time. 

Access Globe Investor 
Enter the address www.globeandmail.com/globe-investor/ into your Internet browser and press Enter. 

• Note: The old address, www.globeinvestor.com has been discontinued since March 1, 2010, 
but redirects you to the Globe Investor home page. 

Find a Stock Quote 
1. Click inside the box Get Quote: Enter symbol, fund or company to the right of the Globe 

Investor name on the home page. 

2. Type the name or symbol of the stock, mutual fund, or index you would like quoted. 

 As you type, a list of similar stocks, funds, and indexes appears based on your entry. 

3. If your stock appears first in the list, press Enter. Otherwise, click on your desired stock to 
receive a quote. 

Create a Stock List 
Stocklists can be used to keep track of a number of different stocks over time; they save you the hassle 
of having to look up individual quotes each time you visit the site. To create one: 

1. Click on Stocklist from the Tools menu directly below the Globe Investor name. 

  The Update Your Stocklist page appears. It is shown below. 

Enter known stock 
symbols here. Use to lookup 

stock symbols. 

http://www.globeandmail.com/globe-investor/�
http://www.globeinvestor.com/�
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Add Stocks to your Stocklist 
Use this procedure if you know the symbol of the stock you would like to add to your stocklist. 
Otherwise, see below for instructions on using Symbol Lookup to add stocks. 

1. Type the symbol of the stock you would like to track into the box next to the Add to 
Stocklist button. 

2. Press Enter or click Add to Stocklist. 

Use Symbol Lookup to Add Stocks 
1. Click the Symbol Lookup link to the right of Add to Stocklist. 

 The Symbol Lookup page appears. 

2. In the Enter a Company Name box, type the name or a part of the name of the company 
whose stock you would like to look up. 

3. Select Contains or Begins with from the buttons below Enter a Company Name to set your 
search preferences. 

 See the Search tips section further down on the Symbol Lookup page for more information 
on setting your search preferences. 

4. Select Find primary symbol of the company you are looking for or Find all symbols for all 
symbols associated with that company. 

5. If you would only like to receive stocks listed on a particular exchange, you may use the 
Exchange drop down menu to select an exchange or leave it All for all stock exchanges. 

6. Click Look it up! to the right of the Exchange drop down menu. 

 A page appears showing your results in a table like the one below.  

 

7. To add your desired stock, locate it in the table and click Add to your Stocklist in the right-
most column.  

 Add to your Stocklist changes to Remove from Stocklist to confirm the stock has been 
successfully added.  

View your Stocklist 
1. On any Globe Investor site, click My Portfolio from the gray menu bar directly above the 

Globe Investor name. 

 A page appears showing a table of all stocks in your stocklist, from here you can get news, 
charts, prices, and estimates for your stocks. 
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Delete Stocks from your Stocklist 
1. If you are not on the My Portfolio page, get there by clicking My Portfolio from the gray 

menu bar directly above the Globe Investor name. 

2. Click Update Your Stock List on the right side of the page. 

 The Update your Stocklist page appears, it contains a table of your stocks in a section called 
Your Stocklist Contains. 

3. Under the Del column, check the box next to any stocks you would like to delete. 

 

4. Click the Delete button. 

 Stocks deleted no longer appear under Your Stocklist Contains. 

Access Quote Pal 
In addition to your online portfolio, Globe Investor also offers you the ability to monitor up to ten stocks 
in real time using Quote Pal. Quote Pal receives updates every five minutes listing the stock price (prices 
are delayed by between 15-20 minutes). To get to Quote Pal: 

1. From the Globe Investor home page, click My Portfolio from the menu bar directly above 
the Globe Investor name. 

 The My Portfolio page appears. Users who have no stocks in their stocklist see the Update 
your Stocklist page, the instructions below are the same. 

2. Click Quote Pal on the light gray menu bar. 

 A site appears explaining Quote Pal. 

3. To launch Quote Pal, click the Launch Quote Pal! link directly below the first paragraph. 

 Quote Pal opens in a new browser window; depending on your browser settings, you may 
need to turn off pop-up blocker.   

 

 

 

 

Check to select 
stocks to delete. 

Click to confirm. 
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Add Stocks to Quote Pal 
When Quote Pal opens for the first time, it appears empty. To add stocks to monitor in real time: 

1. In the box Symbols, type the symbol or symbols of the stocks you would like to track. For 
multiple stocks, put a space between each symbol. 

 Example: To add Google, the Dow Jones, and the TSX type, “GOOG DJIA TSX.” 

 

2. Click Update. 

 Quote Pal updates with a table of your stocks. If any stock symbols are invalid, they appear 
above the table. 

Monitor Stocks Using Quote Pal 
Quote Pal provides you with the latest stock prices in real time, as well as ways to receive news, charts, 
and quotes for your stocks. The illustration below shows how to use the Quote Pal interface once a few 
stocks have been added.  

 

Delete Stocks from Quote Pal 
1. Click inside the Symbols box and delete the symbol for the stock or stocks you would like to 

delete. 

2. Click Update. 

 Quote Pal requires you to keep at least one stock in the list when deleting stocks. 

Enter a list of stock 
symbols you would 
like to track here. 

Click to update 
Quote Pal. 

Click the symbol links to get to a 
summary page for that stock. 

Click the icons here for 
quotes, charts, and news for 
that stock. 

Shows the time of your latest 
update.  

Latest price. Note: Delayed 15-
20 minutes. 
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